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Upcoming Event: "Promoting Sustainability
through Free Trade - Deliberations on the future
Association Agreement European Union and
Mercosur", 14 May

Upcoming event: "Europe Decides: Campaigns,
candidates & the EU post-elections", 22 May

After years of discussions it seems that the time has come
for a bi-regional association agreement between the EU and
Mercosur. To the surprise of many, Mercosur has finalized a
joint list of commercial offers for the EU.

Between 22 and 25 May 2014 the EU citizens elect their
representatives to the European Parliament. Were the
candidates able to get their political positions across? Did
putting faces on European campaigns help bring Europe
closer to the people? Are European parties ready for "big
campaigning"?
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Ukraine between occupation and liberation: An
eye-witness account

Venezuela - Chance for real change?

The EuroMaidan Movement is already of historical
significance because it changed the course of action of the
Ukrainian state and made the change of power from exPresident Janukowytsch possible. Immediate consequences
are mixed.
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Since the beginning of the year, Venezuela has been
shaken by a series of protests. Many people are fed up with
the growing inflation rate, severe shortages of food,
medicine and other goods, and the unacceptably high crime
rate.
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Wichtige Termine
14.05.2014 FNF Event: “Promoting Sustainability through Free Trade – Deliberations on the future Association Agreement
European Union and Mercosur”, Brussels 15.05.2014 AGE Event: "Zünglein an der Waage? Machtoptionen der ALDE-Fraktion
nach der Europawahl", Brussels 15.05.2014 Eurovision Debate, Brussels and online 22.05.2014 FNF Event: "Europe Decides:

Campaigns, candidates & the EU post-elections", Brussels
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